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ABSTRACT
Procedures for capacity analysis of two-way stop con-
trolled (TWSC) appeared in scientific literature in the 1970s. 
In addition to standard TWSC intersections, there are also 
non-standard unsignalised intersections. The main charac-
teristic of these intersections is that two major approaches 
are not placed opposite, but next to each other. Because of 
the non-standard layout of the major and minor approaches, 
there are unique major and minor movements at these in-
tersections. For these movements, standard procedures for 
capacity analysis of standard TWSC intersections cannot be 
used. This paper describes a procedure for capacity analysis 
of non-standard unsignalised intersections with a new mod-
el for rank distribution for all major and minor movements, 
as well as the conflict flow calculation, and the procedure 
for the calculation of potential and movement capacity, ac-
cording to the non-standard layout of the major and minor 
approaches.
KEY WORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Unsignalised intersections with a STOP or YIELD 
sign at minor approaches, or using general traffic 
rules, are called Two-Way Stop Controlled intersec-
tions (or TWSC). These intersections are very common 
in street and road networks in all states in the world, 
whereby 3-leg or 4-leg intersections with standard lay-
out of approaches are most prevalent. 
In addition to standard 4-leg TWSC intersections, 
there are also non-standard 4-leg TWSC intersections 
with two adjacent major approaches (layout – ma-
jor-major-minor-minor). Furthermore, all non-standard 
unsignalised intersections where traffic is controlled 
using traffic signs will be called NSUI (Non-Standard 
Unsignalised Intersection).
NSUI is common in almost all European countries. 
Outside of Europe, there are also specific intersections 
(called atypical or non-standard) in the USA [1, 2] and 
Australia [3]. 
NSUI exists in every part of the street and road net-
work where the major road bends in the centre of the 
intersection, which is mainly defined as “bends left or 
right to the adjacent approach”. In previous research [4] 
it was shown that NSUI in some cases can be an opti-
mal solution for traffic regulation, and that any change 
in the order of the major and minor roads could make 
the level of service (LOS) worse.
The Harders’ equation for capacity calculation pro-
posed for standard TWSC in the HCM2010 [6] can be 
used for NSUI. This claim is based on the fact that every 
standard TWSC intersection can become non-standard 
by changing the position of a STOP or YIELD sign, or vice 
versa. In addition, the fact that the equation for capacity 
calculation can be applied at NSUI is the only similarity 
between these two types of intersections.
Major and minor approaches layout at NSUI is sig-
nificantly different from a standard TWSC intersection 
with the same geometry. The major road at NSUI bends, 
which makes the major and minor movements at these 
intersections unique, with very specific conflict flows. 
For that reason, ranks at NSUI cannot be the same as 
at standard TWSC. So, capacity calculation procedure 
for standard TWSC cannot be applied to NSUI.
This paper shows the full procedure for capacity and 
LOS analysis of 4-leg NSUI with symmetric approaches. 
Other types of NSUI are not considered. 
2.  DEFINITION OF NON-STANDARD TWSC 
INTERSECTIONS
The main characteristic of NSUI is that the major 
road bends in the centre of the intersection, which 
means that the major road is in one direction before 
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Figure 3 – The most common European traffic sign 
combinations for NSUI
3.  RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Capacity and traffic conditions at TWSC intersec-
tions have been the subject of numerous research 
studies [20, 21, 22, 23, 27], as well as drivers’ be-
haviour at unsignalised intersection [24, 25, 26]. 
The first model for capacity calculation of unsignal-
ised intersections was developed in 1965 [12]. This 
model was based on intervals allowing vehicles from 
a minor flow to enter the major flow. The procedure 
for capacity analysis in the first version of HCM1965 
[13] makes a difference between STOP controlled and 
YIELD controlled intersections (AWSC or TWSC). That 
model analyses the capacity of an intersection with 
more than one traffic lane in one direction. According 
to HCM1985 [14], the model for capacity analysis of 
TWSC intersections means a separate calculation of 
capacity for every movement. The level of service is 
determined according to capacity reserve and expect-
ed delays, which was described without clearly mea-
surable limits (described as – no delays, short delays, 
medium delays, long delays and congestion)
HCM1994 gives a procedure for capacity analysis 
at TWSC intersections where capacity is calculated 
separately for all movements at minor approaches 
(left, through, right) and left turn from major approach-
es [15]. That procedure is based on the gap accep-
tance model, which was developed in Germany [8].
HCM2000 and HCM2010 have the same pro-
cedure for capacity analysis, which is also based on 
the gap acceptance model. These procedures differ 
slightly from HCM1994. This procedure has a different 
equation for capacity calculation – Harders’ equation 
[7], and it is also based on separate capacity calcu-
lation of all minor approaches, and left turn on ma-
jor approaches. The capacity is calculated according 
to the given or measured headways (critical headway 
and follow-up headway) and conflict flow volumes. 
This procedure is applicable at standard unsignalised 
intersections where the main and minor roads are 
straight, and they cross at approximately 90 degrees.
the centre of the intersection, but in another after 
passing the centre of the intersection.
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the same intersection 
with different positions of STOP signs. In one case, 
the intersection is standard, but in the other case, it 
is non-standard.
As it was shown in previous figures, the term 
“non-standard” is mainly related to the major/minor 
approach layout, but not to the geometric design of 
the intersection. So, by changing the position of just 
one traffic sign, a standard intersection can become 
non-standard, or vice versa.
Figure 1 – Standard TWSC intersection
Figure 2 – Non-standard TWSC intersection
The second main characteristic of NSUI is that two 
major approaches are adjacent, as shown in Figure 2, 
which differs from the standard layout (one major ap-
proach opposite the other) as shown in Figure 1.
In order to define the direction of the major road 
at NSUI, and to help drivers recognize these intersec-
tions, there are specific traffic signs and specific sign 
combinations for NSUI [9, 10, 2, 11] 
The most common sign combinations in the Euro-
pean countries are shown in Figure 3. The sign under 
signs STOP, YIELD and PRIORITY ROAD is the sign that 
shows the direction of the bend of the major road.
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4.  METHODOLOGY FOR CAPACITY ANALYSIS 
OF FOUR-LEG NON–STANDARD 
UNSIGNALISED INTERSECTIONS
Capacity analysis procedure shown in this paper 
is related to symmetric 4-leg NSUI, where the major 
and a minor roads cross at 90 degrees. These inter-
sections are the most common of all intersections in 
street and road network.
Figure 5 shows a standard TWSC intersection where 
the main road goes straight from the approach 1 (flows 
1-2-3) towards the approach 3 (flows 4-5-6). Any stan-

















Figure 5 – Movements and approaches at standard 4-leg 
TWSC intersection
Figure 6 shows a non-standard TWSC intersection 
with 4 approaches, where the main road bends from 
approach 3 towards approach 2.
None of those procedures can be applied at NSUI. 
Moreover, there is no recommendation in any litera-
ture for capacity analysis of non-standard unsignalised 
intersections.
One of the rare research studies of NSUI was con-
ducted by Gattis and Low [16]. The intersection layout 
is given in Figure 4, which shows that flows at the in-
tersection are not labelled according to HCM flow la-
bels. Also, the way of defining the major and minor ap-






Figure 4 – Intersection layout and major/minor flow labels 
in Gattis and Low research
Figure 4 shows movements which are major (flow 
4) or minor (flows 2 and 3) at NSUI, but different from 
a standard TWSC intersection (flow 4 is minor; flows 2 
and 3 are major). One of the main results of Gattis and 
Low’s research was that the values of critical head-
ways shown in Table 1 were not measured according 
to the procedures proposed in HCM2000/HCM2010.
Table 1 – Gattis and Low research results
Vehicle movement Critical headway tc,[s]
Through traffic from Westbound 
(movement 5) 
3.3
Left turn from Westbound  
(movement 4)
6.0
Right turn from Northbound  
(movement 9)
7.8
Left turn from Westbound 
 (movement 4)
6.6
Despite the fact that the measurement of the crit-
ical headways was not made according to HCM2000/
HCM2010, preliminary results show that the values of 
gaps at NSUI are significantly different from these val-
ues at standard TWSC intersections.
Our previous research [4] provided the basic guide-
lines and preliminary values of parameters for capaci-
















Figure 6 – Movements and approaches at non-standard 
4-leg TWSC intersection
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with general traffic rule (priority to the right). While 
movements 5 and 6 are included in Rank 1 at both 
types of intersections (standard and non-standard), 
movements 9 and 4 are included in Rank 1 at non-stan-
dard, but in Rank 2 at standard intersections.
 – Rank 2 – This Rank includes movement 3 (right 
turn from approach 2), movement 7 (left turn from 
approach 2) and movement 8 (through traffic on 
approach 2). All these movements were included 
in Rank 1, Rank 3 and Rank 4 at standard TWSC 
intersection, but none in Rank 2.
 – Rank 3 – Movements of this rank include move-
ment 1 (left turn from approach 1), movement 2 
(through traffic on approach 1) and movement 12 
(right turn from approach 4). None of these move-
ments were included in Rank 3 at a standard TWSC 
intersection.
 – Rank 4 – Rank 4 includes movement 10 (left turn 
from approach 4) and movement 11 (through traf-
fic on approach 4). Movement 10 is also included 
in Rank 4, but movement 11 is included in Rank 3 
at a standard TWSC intersection.
The analysis of defined ranks at NSUI leads to the 
conclusion that only 3 movements (5, 6 and 10) are in-
cluded in the same rank at a standard and a non-stan-
dard TWSC intersection.
4.2 Conflict flow analysis at 4-leg non-standard 
TWSC intersections
According to previously defined ranks, conflict flows 
for all movements have been defined. Movements of 
Rank 1 have the highest priority and they do not have 
conflict flows.
For movements of Rank 2, conflict flows are calcu-
lated by the following equations:
V V,c a3 4=
^ h
 (1)
V V V,c 7 4 5= +  (2)
V V V V,c 8 4 5 6= + +  (3)
For movements of Rank 3, conflict flows are calcu-
lated by the following equations:
V V V V V,c a1 5 7 86= + + +
^ h  (4)
V V V V V,c a2 4 7 8 9= + + +
^ h  (5)
V V V V12,c
b
12 5 76$= + +
^ h
 (6)
For movements of Rank 4, conflict flows are calcu-
lated by the following equations:




10 1 2 4 5 863 9= + + + + + + +
^ ^ ^h h h
 (7)
Any non-standard TWSC intersection can be anal-
ysed according to movements in Figure 6. Before the 
analysis, the intersection should be rotated to the left 
or to the right to fit the layout given in Figure 6 [17]. 
Traffic flows at NSUI are labelled in the same way as at 
standard TWSC intersection (according to HCM2010, 
numbered from 1-12). 
4.1 Major and minor flows on 4-leg  
non-standard TWSC intersections
Because of a different layout of the major and mi-
nor approaches, ranking of traffic flows at NSUI is sig-
nificantly different from a standard TWSC intersection. 
Regarding the fact that two major approaches are next 
to each other, it can be concluded that NSUI has more 
minor movements than a standard TWSC intersection.
Analysing the priorities and the position of traffic 
signs STOP and YIELD, as well as general traffic rules, 
it can be concluded that at NSUI there are 12 move-
ments, out of which 8 are minor. All movements are 
classified in 4 ranks regarding their character and pri-
ority.
According to the analysis of potential conflicts, 
ranks have been defined for a 4-leg non-standard 
TWSC intersection, shown in Table 2.




Type of movement Rank
4 Left turn from approach 3 1
5 Through traffic on approach 3 1
6 Right turn from approach 3 1
9 Right turn from approach 2 1
8 Through traffic on approach 2 2
7 Left turn from approach 2 2
3 Right turn from approach 1 2
1 Left turn from approach 1 3
2 Through traffic on approach 1 3
12 Right turn from approach 4 3
11 Through traffic on approach 4 4
10 Left turn from approach 4 4
Rank 1 – Movements of Rank 1 include through 
traffic on the major approach 3, left and right turns 
from the same approach, as well as right turn from ap-
proach 2 (movements 4,5,6,9). Movement 4 (left turn 
from approach 3) and movement 9 (right turn from ap-
proach 2) have the absolute priority, based on the fact 
that they are on the major road. Movement 5 (through 
traffic on approach 3) and movement 6 (right turn on 
approach 3) do not have absolute priority, but they have 
a higher priority than flows 7 (left turn from approach 
2) and 8 (through traffic on approach 2) in accordance 
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where:
P0,x  – probability that conflicting Rank 2 movement  
     will operate in a queue-free state;
Vx   – flow rate for movement X;
Cm,x  – movement capacity of movement X.
This equation assumes that the analysed move-
ment has an exclusive lane. In the situation where a 
left-turn lane is not provided, the major street through 
and right turn traffic could be delayed by left-turning 












1 700 1 700
0
i i1 2= - - +
-_ i  (11)
where:
P*0,x – probability of queue-free state for a shared lane;
P0,x – probability of queue-free state for movement 
    X assuming an exclusive left-turn lane on the 
    major street;
Vi1  – major-street flow rate 1 in a shared lane  
    with flow X;
Vi2  – major-street flow rate 2 in a shared lane with  
    flow X.
4.3.1 Capacity calculation of Rank 1 movements
Rank 1 movements have the absolute priority in 
crossing through the centre of the intersection and 
they should cross without any delays. For that reason, 
it is proposed that capacity of Rank 1 movements is 
calculated according to equations for a saturated flow 
calculation in one traffic lane for protected phasing at 
signalised intersections [18].
4.3.2 Capacity calculation of Rank 2 movements
For Rank 2 movements (labelled j) there are no im-
pedance effects, and so the movement capacity of all 
Rank 2 movements is equal to the value of the poten-
tial capacity:
C C, ,m j p j=  (12)
where:
Cm,j – movement capacity of Rank 2 movements;
Cp,j – potential capacity of Rank 2 movements.
4.3.3 Capacity calculation of Rank 3 movements
Vehicles making Rank 3 movements (labelled k) 
have to allow all vehicles from higher ranked move-
ments (Rank 1 and Rank 2) to pass, before they finish 
their movement. When Rank 2 flows become congest-
ed, they can operate in a queue state. In this case, the 
first free gap will be used by a Rank 2 vehicle, rather 
than a Rank 3 vehicle. That is why vehicles from Rank 
3 have fewer available gaps for their movements. This 
is called vehicle impedance for Rank 3 movements 
[5, 6]. Because of vehicle impedance, the capacity of 








(a)– if there are two or more receiving lanes, these 
conflict flows can be excluded from conflict flow cal-
culation;
(b)– if right-turning traffic from the major street is sep-
arated by a triangular island and has to comply with 
a yield or stop sign, V3 and V6 need not be consid-
ered.
4.3 Capacity analysis at 4-leg non-standard 
TWSC intersections
As previously stated, a gap acceptance model can 
be applied for capacity analysis at NSUI. The basic 
model for a standard TWSC has to be adjusted to the 
specific layout of NSUI. The proposed NSUI capacity 
calculation uses Harders’ model [7]. The same model 
is used for the capacity calculation in HCM2000 and 
HCM 2010. According to Harders’ model, the potential 



















Cp,x - potential capacity of movement X;
Vc,x - conflicting flow for movement X;
tf,x  - follow-up headway for movement X;
tc,x - critical headway for movement X.
A value of the potential capacity represents the 
ideal capacity of a minor movement. While perform-
ing minor movements, the drivers are required to al-
low vehicles in the major flow and higher rank flows to 
complete their movements. For this reason, in a real 
traffic flow, the potential capacity is equal to the move-
ment capacity just for Rank 2 movements, because 
they have a higher priority than Rank 3 and Rank 4 
movements.
For Rank 3 and Rank 4 movements there is traffic 
impedance, because they must yield not only to the 
major traffic flows, but also to the conflicting move-
ment, which is of Rank 2. Thus, not all gaps of ac-
ceptable length that pass through the intersection will 
normally be available for use by Rank 3 traffic flows, 
because some of these gaps are likely to be used by 
higher ranked traffic.
The magnitude of this impedance depends on the 
probability that higher rank vehicles will be waiting for 
an acceptable gap at the same time as vehicles of 
Rank 3. Impedance value is the probability that Rank 
2 flows will be a queue-free state. The probability of 







0 = -  (10)
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p'  – adjustment factor for higher rank minor  
    movements conflicting with Rank 4 movements;
P0,j – probability that Rank 2 right turn will  
    operate in a queue-free state.
Adjustment factor p' is calculated according to the 
following equation:
' . " "
"
. "p p p
p p0 65 3 0 6$ $= - + +  (19)
where:
'' ;p P P, ,j k0 0$=
P0,j – probability that Rank 2 movements, conflicting  
    Rank 4 movement will operate in a queue-free  
    state;
P0,k – probability that Rank 3 movements, conflicting  
    Rank 4 movement will operate in a queue-free  
    state.
Capacity adjustment factor for movement 11  
Movement 11 (through traffic on approach 4) is in 
conflict with Rank 2 movements (3 and 7) and Rank 
3 movements (1 and 2). According to the previously 
defined procedure, the capacity adjustment factor is 
calculated according to the following equation:
'f p P ,11 11 0 3$=  (20)
Value of p''11 as an input data for calculation of ad-
justment factor p''11 is:
''p P P P, , ,11 0 7 0 1 0 2$$=  (21)
Capacity adjustment factor for movement 10 
Movement 10 (left turn from approach 4) is in 
conflict with Rank 2 movements (7 and 8) and Rank 
3 movements (1 and 2). According to the previously 
defined procedure, the capacity adjustment factor is 




Adjustment factor p'10 is calculated according to 
Equation 19, where:
''p P P P P, , , ,10 0 7 0 8 0 1 0 2$ $$=  (23)
5.  CONCLUSIONS
Non-standard TWSC intersections are a very com-
mon type of intersection in countries with an inherit-
ed street network. These intersections are often an 
optimal solution where left/right turns are intensive, 
because they have a priority road which bends at the 
centre of the intersection.
Until now, these intersections had not been a point 
of interest for researchers, and they had not been an-
alysed in the field of capacity analysis. The fact is that 
non-standard TWSC intersections are a part of street 
network with a high traffic volume, so it is necessary to 
Rank 3 movements is calculated according to the fol-
lowing equation:
C C f, ,m k p k k$=  (13)
where:
Cm,k – movement capacity of Rank 3 movements;
Cp,k – potential capacity of Rank 3 movements;
fk  – capacity adjustment factor for Rank 3  
    movements.
Capacity adjustment factor for Rank 3 movements 
is calculated as a product of probabilities that Rank 2 
manoeuvres will operate in a queue-free state.
f P ,k j j0P=  (14)
where:
P0,j – probability of queue-free state for Rank 2  
    movements.
In order to calculate the capacity of Rank 3 move-
ments, it is necessary to define capacity adjustment 
factors.
The capacity adjustment factor for movement 1 
(left turn from approach 1) and movement 2 (through 
movement on approach 1) is calculated for queue-free 
state in flows 7 and 8. In that case, the equation for 
the calculation of capacity adjustment factor for move-
ment 1 is:
f f P P, ,1 2 0 7 0 8$= =  (15)
The capacity adjustment factor for movement 12 
(right turn from approach 4) is calculated for a queue-
free state only for flow 7. The equation for the calcula-
tion of the adjustment factor for movement 12 is:
f P ,12 0 7=  (16)
4.3.4 Capacity calculation of Rank 4 movements
Movements of Rank 4 (labelled l) are the most 
complex movements at any TWSC intersection, be-
cause they are at the bottom of the movement hierar-
chy (under Ranks 1, 2 and 3). In order to get a free gap 
for Rank 4 movement, all vehicles at the intersection 
have to finish their movements. The capacity of Rank 
4 movement is calculated according to the following 
equation:
C C f, ,m l p l l$=  (17)
where:
Cm,l –movement capacity of Rank 4 movements;
Cp,l – potential capacity of Rank 4 movements;
fl   – capacity adjustment factor for Rank 4  
    movements.
Capacity adjustment factor for Rank 4 movements 
is calculated according to the following equation:
'f p P ,l j0$=  (18)
where:
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pravca ne nalaze jedan naspram drugog, već jedan 
pored drugog. Zbog nestandardnog prostornog ra-
sporeda glavnih i sporednih prilaza na nestandardnim 
nesignalisanim raskrsnicama postoje jedinstveni glavni i 
sporedni manevri. Iz tog razloga se na nestandarnim nesig-
nalisanim raskrnsicama ne može primeniti procedura koje 
se koristi za analizu kapaciteta kod standardnih nesignal-
isanih raskrsnica. U okviru ovog rada definisana je proce-
dura za analizu kapaciteta nestandardnih nesignalisanih 
raskrsnica sa novim modelom rangova kretanja za glavne 
i sporedne manevre, postupak utvrđivanja vrednosti kon- 
fliktnih tokova, kao i postupak za proračun potencijalnog i 
merodavnog kapaciteta u skladu sa prostornim rasporedom 
glavnih i sporednih prilaza.
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